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Welcome!

u To our first-time participants

u To our returning members
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Updated Commission Overview

u Vision: An integration of anthropological practice and 
scholarship into anthropology programs to prepare students 
for diverse careers

u Association Participation:          Individual Participation:

u Timeframe:  May 2021 – May 2022

u Current Projects:  6 workstreams + a scoping of the 7th
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1) Establish  
multiple 
workstreams

4) Leverage 
incentives and 
associations to 
encourage their 
use

2) Identify 
training gaps 
and gather data

3) Develop  
recommendations 
and other 
resources
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Brainstorming Discovering

Implementing Problem Solving

Most Groups are finalizing their Phase 2 work



These associations along with 200+ volunteers 
are supporting the Commission … so far 
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AAA Task Force on Anthropology in Practice Settings Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges



What work is happening now?
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Group 1:
Delphi Practitioner Survey: 
“What was missing from your 
anthropology training?”

Group 2:
Compilation of Existing 
Training Materials

Group 3:
Practitioner Work Sector 
Differences

Group 4:
Lessons from Change 
Initiatives in 
Anthropology Programs

Group 5:
Role of Support Organizations 
in Anthropology Programs

Group 6:
Charting the Future of Practice

Group 7: Coming this month!  
Articulating Anthropology’s Value 
to Others



Member 
Recognition
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Stepping down  …  Stepping up
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Gina Nuñez-Mchiri

Angela Ramer Jenell Paris

Group 2

Group 4

Claire Sigworth



What have we been 
up to in Phase 2 of 
the Commission’s 

work?
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Matt Artz has just about finished our new website

AnthroCareerReady.net
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The 6 workstreams continue with their 
rapid data gathering and assessments 
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Group 1:
Delphi Practitioner Survey

u The Issue:  What is missing from anthropologists’ training?

u Data/Diagnosis: Close to 500 responses from 34 respondents to two questions:

1. What would have helped you get a job?  

2. What would have helped you do your current job?   

u Insights:  Most of what respondents reported is not part of existing 
anthropology programs 

u Final Products:  Summary reports; bar graphs 
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Acquiring proficiency in many methods and 
communicating anthropology’s value to others 
were the key findings
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Getting Your Job (N=227) Doing Your Job (N= 237)



Group 2:
Compilation of Existing Training Materials

u The Issue:  How could existing materials be collected and organized for students, 
instructors, and practitioners? 

u Data/Diagnosis: Over 200 resources assembled and grouped into four categories:

1. History and current state of applied and practicing anthropology

2. Teaching and pedagogical approaches 

3. Information on practitioner careers across sectors

4. Career and professionalism resources for anthropological careers in industry, non-
profits, and government

u Insights:  More resources needed from linguistic anthropology, archaeology, and 
biological anthropology

u Final Products:  A searchable repository of compiled resources including articles, 
podcasts, webinars, training materials, client proposals and presentations 
anonymized, links to anthropology resources and more
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If you have training materials for posting
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Email Kira Ballin

kiraballin94@gmail.com



Group 3:
Practitioner Work Sector Differences

u The Issue:  What are the sector-specific characteristics, hiring practices, and 
necessary skills that could guide anthropology graduates seeking employment? 

u Data/Diagnosis: 17 practitioner interviews

u Insights:  Preliminary analysis reveals close alignment with Group 1 results 

u Final Products:  Final report; one-pager documents on key sectors 
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Group 4:
Lessons from Change Initiatives in Anthropology 
Programs: Effort 1
u The Issue:  What factors explain the success or failure of integrating practice and 

job preparation into anthropology programs? 

u Data/Diagnosis: 

u Two parallel efforts; no overlap in sample with second effort

u 13 interviews with UG and graduate teaching faculty, mostly at public universities

u Insights: Vital to maintain networks across the university, and with alumni and 
practicing anthropologists regionally and more broadly 

u Final Products:  Report; bulleted list of lessons learned
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Group 4:
Lessons from Change Initiatives in Anthropology 
Programs: Effort 2
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Anthropology Graduate Students’
Class Project

under the direction of Susan Squires

“Lessons Learned:  
Incorporating 

Applied/Practice 
Successfully into 

Anthropology Curriculum”



Group 4:
Lessons from Change Initiatives in Anthropology 
Programs: Effort 2
u The Issue:  What factors explain the success or failure of integrating practice and job 

preparation into anthropology programs? 

u Data/Diagnosis: 

u Second parallel effort by Susan Squires’ UNT graduate class - no overlap in sample with first effort

u 14 interviews with teaching faculty at a mix of institutions (e.g., 2-year, 4-year, private, public) 

u Insights:  Successful programs are associated with 

u Department Chair commitment to application/practice 

u Teaching faculty with applied/practice experience

u Projects and courses that build skills

u Ties to and collaboration with local community, practitioners, alumni, & university departments 

u Final Products:  PPT presentation (completed) 22



Group 5:
Role of Support Organizations in Anthropology 
Programs
u The Issue:  What are the ways that support can be improved?

u Data/Diagnosis:  Survey is underway of anthropology clubs and student groups; 
secondary research involves the compilation of resources and best practices 
related to internships, funding organizations, and professional organizations 

u Insights:  Anthropology programs do not typically identify employment 
opportunities for practitioners 

u Final Products: Report
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Group 6:
Charting the Future of Practice

u The Issue:  How can we prepare students for the future and enable them to 
connect with each other and with practitioners? 

u Data/Diagnosis: Group 6 has been investigating platforms that may be used 
for both networking and training

u Insights:  The group plans to host an open house in January 2022 to test the 
robustness of the Gather platform as a one-stop shop for practitioners 

u Final Products: Event hosting (e.g., meet-ups, training programs); buddy 
system to familiarize new users
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We met with the leaders of these associations 
to raise awareness of the Commission
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AAA Task Force on Anthropology in Practice Settings

Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges



We wrote articles 
and updates for 

several associations
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And now we are reminded of the point of our 
work and its value

Shan-Estelle Brown – A teaching faculty perspective
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We would love to have your thoughts?

How can we get the word out about 
the Career Readiness Commission?
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The floor is open or post in the Chat! 



Thank you for your interest 
and attention!
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